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BrainCore™ is an innovation core application technology researched
and developed by AUDIOCENTER and devoted to Audiocenter active

DSP

DSP-controlled loudspeakers with supreme performance and high
Cort™

Limita™

reliability.

With its advanced technology and scientific methodology, BrainCore™
analyses and processes the input signal, DSP module, Class D
amplifier and loudspeaker optimally, achieving smooth transition

between the LF and HF, excellent frequency response and audio
reproduction even at high levels of SPL.
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Cort™ Technology

Limita™

Cort™ is applied to all Audiocenter DSP-

With the unique Limita™ protection technology, the

controlled active loudspeakers.

amplifier and loudspeaker systems are optimized

Our R&D team have taken an average of 144

scientifically and optimally in achieving ultimate output

experimental measured sample data in order

power by precise measurement and calculation.

to determine the optimum time alignment and

Limita™ protects both electronic and acoustic

phase ensuring seamless transition between

components from overloaded input signals and

the LF & HF.

eliminates output clipping, with the net result of
extremely low distortion even at high dynamic SPL,
improving the reliability of the whole system.

DSP Technology：The DSP features 24Bit/ 96KHz signal sampling rate, processing gain,
crossover frequency, phase, output delay and a unique Limita™ precise limiter.
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L65+L65A

L65+L65A is a compact multi-purpose active DSP column system, consisting of a passive full-range
loudspeaker L65 and a multi-channel digital power amplifier L65A with DSP switching power supply.

L65 passive full-range column speaker consists of 6pcs 5" customized AUDIOCENTER ferrite drivers
and 4pcs 1" customized BEYMA ferrite drivers. The drivers are arranged by sophisticated measurement
and physical calibration technology Phycal™ to improve vertical acoustic beam coverage. The ETE™
waveguide system developed by Audiocenter forms cylindrical wave, then couples continually, working
together with customized horn design to realize the perfect joint of frequency response, which provides
the accurate horizontal coverage and ensures the well-balanced, clean and clear sound. L65 can meet

L65

the reinforcement application in different venues and complex space.

L65

L65A active DSP switching power supply with multi-channel digital power amplifier is built into the
bottom of the column system and can be combined according to the requirements of the actual
application scenario.

L65A

L65A
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L65+L65S

L65+L65S is a multi-purpose active DSP column system consisting of a passive full-frequency
loudspeaker column L65 and an active DSP compact woofer L65S.

L65 passive full-range column speaker consists of 6pcs 5" customized AUDIOCENTER ferrite drivers and
4pcs 1" customized BEYMA ferrite drivers. The drivers are arranged by sophisticated measurement and
physical calibration technology Phycal™ to improve vertical acoustic beam coverage. The ETE™

L65

waveguide system developed by Audiocenter forms cylindrical wave, then couples continually, working
together with customized horn design to realize the perfect joint of frequency response, which provides
the accurate horizontal coverage and ensures the well-balanced, clean and clear sound. L65 can meet
the reinforcement application in different venues and complex space.

L65S active DSP compact woofer built with one 18" customized AUDIOCENTER ferrite drivers and Class
D amplifier module, the system operates efficiently and contains a built-in Bluetooth chip that supports
multiple signal input modes.

L65S
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L83+L83S

L83+L83S is compact multi-purpose active DSP column system consisting of a passive full-range column
loudspeaker L83 and an active DSP woofer L83S.
L83 passive full-range column speaker with 8pcs 3” neodymium magnet full-range drivers, and L83 takes
the modular design concept to its limit. The drivers in L83 are arranged by sophisticated measurement and
physical calibration technology Phycal™ to improve vertical acoustic beam coverage. With elaborate

L83

acoustic design, same drives in the cabinet works as one integrative full range speaker system, which can
achieve perfect joint of frequency response and excellent sound performace.L83S can meet the
applications in different venues and complex space.

L83S is an active DSP- controlled compact subwoofer built with 2pcs 12" customized AUDIOCENTER
ferrite drivers and Class D amplification module, the system operates efficiently and contains a built-in
Bluetooth chip that supports multiple signal input modes.

L83S active DSP compact subwoofer has been carefully tested. With elaborate acoustic design and
innovative FTF™ driver design, the cabinet is with a third-order band-pass filter function. By continuously
coupling and superimposing compound resonances, the system improves the low frequency efficiency to
achieve purer sound expression. It is a speaker product with high technology content and advanced
design.

L83S
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Important

Innovative ETE™ Waveguide Technology （ ETE™ ：Equal Transmission of Energy）
The innovative ETE™ waveguide technology realizes the perfect joint of frequency response, which provides the accurate
horizontal coverage and ensures the well-balanced, clean and clear sound for the system.

Innovative Phycal ™ Technology （ Phycal ™ ：Physical calibration）
The innovative Phycal™ technology improves the coverage of vertical acoustic beam.

Customized ProDriver
AUDIOCENTER customized driver to ensure high-quality audio output and dynamic.

Class D Amplifier
Adopting DSP switching power supply multi-channel digital amplifier developed in orientation, the system can
operate stably and efficiently, ensuring high quality sound performance.

Advanced Cooling System
Moulded large heatsink improves the cooling efficiency, and ensure higher reliability of the system.

High Quality Material Selection, Unique Physical Acoustics Design, Perfect Sound Quality
Innovative FTF ™ Technology in LF Driver
The innovative FTF™ technology in LF driver makes the cabinet get the three-order band-pass filter. By coupling
the system continually and overlaying the multiple resonances, the LF efficiency is improved significantly.
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Elegant Outlook
Streamlined cabinet design, the lines are firm and fashionable, and can be perfectly integrated into various
styles of applications and reduce visual interference.

Double hole base design
L Series cabinet base is designed with a double hole base to accommodate 0° and 10° cabinet
angles adjustment.

Built-in Bluetooth
Built-in wireless Bluetooth chip supports a variety of Bluetooth device access, and is stable and
reliable transmission, true sound reproduction, clean and durable.

Plug and play, easy to set up
The compact and integrated design, can be selected according to the
actual application. It is easy to set up without requiring bulky installation
devices. The integrated backplane is easy to be operated and make sure
each speaker can be easily linked as a whole system.

L series accessories
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Design concept
A quick and easy setup with L series for touring & fixed installation market for 100-500 people
Touring Market： Roadshow, Seminar, Conference, Speech, Wedding, etc.
Fixed Installation Market ： Ball room, Multimedia conference room, Lecture hall, Museum, Exhibition center, Cinema, Stage
monitor, etc.

Promoting

Theatre

Concert

DJ

Festival

Church

